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For strings 2;, and w define u s w if and only if D is a scattered substring of w. We give a general 
solution for a problem of Haines to effectively determine regular expressions for L = 
{w :3,,,v s w) and & = (21: 3,,_=v s w} when L denotes an arbitrary context-free language. We 
show by an inductive argument that one can effectively determine L and A for each language L 
in the algebraic extens& of some family K if and only if one can do so for each language in K. 
Let s be a finite (non-empty) set, and let c* be the free monoid generated by 
2% Arbitrary subsets of C* will be called languages. 
For strings x and y in -C*, we define x s *v if and only if there are strings 
Xl . l l . , xk and yl,. . . , yk+l (Some k) such that x =x1 l . l xk and y = 
YlXl l l l ykxkYk+l* The structure [.X*, s ] is called a well-partially-ordered set, 
because each subset of c* contains only finitely many minimal elements under 
this partial-order convention (the “finite basis property”, see Kruskal [8]). 
Let L be a language over C. 
J. The ideal generated by 1, is the set l= {y E Z* : gxGLx s y}. 
n 1.2. The co-ideal generated by L is the set ,L = {x E C* :3,,,,x s y}. 
It follows from the finite basis property that each ideal in C* is finitely 
generated. Kruskal [S] observed that this fact has been frequently rediscovered, 
most recently again by Haines [5] in 1969. Haines [5] seems to have been the first 
to notice that the result implies that for all L the sets t and ,L are regular 
languages in the sense of formal language theory. Haines’ observation has an 
interesting application in the theory of parallel rewriting systems (Van Lee 
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[S, p. 951 posed as an open problem whether or 
not one can effec&eiy determine c and & for arbitrary context-free languages 
L. ” 
In tEs pap.er we shall present a new, inductive proof that is simpkr and 
sticiently gene&t1 to karry over to the theory of algebraic extensions (as defined 
ia Vtn Leeuwen [U3& We shall expiure under what assumptions the proof- 
*Rchr:iques work, and determine mtrch wider far&es than just the context-free 
fansages for which both z and ,L zan 7be e%ecti_ly determiqed. 
Ia Se&on -3 we’ sho?& tl$&$fo~ &rniI~es ‘S&whi?h are ,~e@ettiely closed under 
intetr, ~,c;ioil with re&lar sets oltle can e+ctivefy determine t for each L E K if 
and cnly if the tanguiiges in K have a d ?cidable aemptiness-probleti. Note that in 
this ease we have prac:ticaIly the coax& A of Proposition 1.3, We conclude further 
that one can~ef’feetively de&mine E. for f:ach 6, in the algebraic extension of K if 
and only if tine can- do so for each Z in’ K. . ” 
1n S&5&n a-we consider the,niore difhctit problem to efIectiv&ly determine the 
sets &, and obtain the main result of this paper. We show that‘for all families K 
one can e:Xectiv&~ dieterniine ,& for each L in thz algebraic extension of K if and 
only if on: can do so for each L in K. 
The pa*ticularly interesting aspect of our result for c and E in relation to 
algebraic extensions is that we need not *assume any specific closure-property of K 
to make it work. It follows that the effective eonstructibiiity of E and ,L translates 
under algebraic? extension for all interesting far&lies. 
For the p sual terminology and basic results in formal language theory we refer 
to standard texts like Hopcroft and Ulhnan [6] 2nd Salomaa [9]. 
A (deterministic) finite automaton is a structure ..M = (Q;s, 8, qo, F) with C? a 
finite set of states, G the input alphabet, 6 the transition function mapping Q x .Z 
to Q, qu the initial stale &E Q), and F the set of fin&! states (I-2 Q). We extend 
8 tr2 QCE? by d&&g: Sfp&= ppz and for X, y ~2?%(p, xy)= S(S(p, x), y). The 
age accepted by 4 is R(4) ={x E Z”: Siq, , X)E F). 
onbeterministic finite automaton is a slrnk~ stwcture, except hat this time E 
subsets of Q. Wt: extend 8 to x 2” by defining: fox x and 
E S(p, xy) if and only if there is ;;I state s such that s E S(p, x) and 
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q E S(s, y). The accepted language is now defined to be the set {x EC* : 6(qo, X) n 
F# 8). Each nondeterministic finite automaton can be effectiveiy converted into a 
deterministic fkite automaton which accepts the same language. 
A langmge is called regular if and only if it call be accepted by a (nondeter- 
ministic) finite automaton. The family of regular languages will be denoted by 
REG. J% regular language is said to be effectively determined if and only if we 
have an explicit finite automaton for accepting it. 
For a~ c and language M we denote the result of substituting M for all 
occurrences cf CT in L by Y@&(L). A regular substitution over C is a mapping 7 
from languages to languages (over X) definc;d inductively by: 
44 = {EL 
T(Q) = a regular set over C (a E X)7 
7(x1 ’ l l x,) = 7(q) l l * 7(x,) (x&Z for lSi55n), 
7(L)= u T(X) (L c P). 
XEL 
In particular, if each T(C) is a finite set then T is called a Rllite substitution. 
Definition 2.1. A family of languages K is closed under inte,wcrion with regular 
sets (“ f3 R”) if and unly if for all L E K and regular sets R we have L n R E K. K 
is closed Lender regular (finite) substitution if and only if for all 22 E K and regular 
(finite) substitutions T we have T(L) E K. 
Warning: We shall assume throughout this paper that closure properties of a 
family K are listed only if they are effective in terms of the de:fining or generating 
mechanism for languages in K. 
The theory of context-free grammars (Ginsburg [3]) has in recent years been 
generalized in the following way (Van Leeuwen [IO], also Greibach [4]). Let K be 
a family of languages. 
Definition 2.2. A (context-free) K-grammar is a structure G = ( 87, 2, P, S) where 
V is an alphabet, 2 the set of terminal symbols (2~ V), S the start-symbol 
(SE V-Z), and P a finite set of production-rules of the form A -+ M with 
A E V-C and ME K#Jc_ v*). For X, y E v we write x 3 y if and only if there 
are x1, x2, A, w, and A + ME P such that x = +4x2, y = x; wx2 and w c M. We 
write x 3 y if and only if x - y or yl, . . . , y,, exist wi~.h x 3 y, 3 * * * 3 y,, = y. 
The symbols in V - 2 are called the variables of 6. and they will later be 
important for an induction argument (as in Van Leeuvlen [IO]). As for ordinary 
context-free grammars we can represent derivations with K-grammars by meacs 
of derivation trees, except that this time there need not be a bound on the degr= 
of branching at each node. The production rules in a K-grammar allow US t.3 
rewrite variables by any string from a possibly infinite language in , whereas ;.A 
tjraditional context-fri p, grammar theory our choice of a right-hand side is alw:iys 
limited to a finite set. 
of the 
haf. The *u$nr&nt & &ithez .si&ilar to. the knom . p&fs :thqt. the family of 
&*xi_free : I’, A’ 9,“” . ~ 
aguages Is dosedi u&er finite substitWiotr && n R. 
Bqxve that-Km& contati 2111 finite languages. Let L E Kv be genc;rated by a 
K-grammar G,=( V, 2,“.P, S) and let T be a fir&e substitutim over C. One can 
genera& r(L) by ~&4&+ranma.r G’ = (V’, Z, P”, S}- t&h ‘. 
where y is the bite s&stitutim defined by: r(A) = A for A E V-C and r(a) = 3 
fur c 65 C. Hen& 7(i)E K? 
Let L E fl be as before, and le: R be a regular set. Let R be accepted by the 
finite automaton J# = (Q, 2, 8, qo, ~3. One can generate .I2 n R by the K-grammar 
G’ = {V’, 2, P’, S) with 
V’=(JU{[p, Q, q]: p,q Q and a! E VU{E)>Us, 
P~=W4q0, s,‘43: qq .I , I 
U{[p,A,q]-, y~(iW):~,q~Q md A-*McP} 
L.1 {Ep, (J-9 &-+ RZ;n: f&q E and (PCZU{E)}, 
where for all AEV-2, a~~U{~}and P,~EQ: 
‘YA,(W r Kp, x1,9~1[9~, X23 921 l l l I9k--l, &c, 91: k 3 1, Xi E V 
for l<is k, and x1 9 l l xk E M)(plus [p, E, q] if e in M) 
(which must be in M whenever M is), and 
if S(p, 4 = 4, 
otherwise. 
It follows that L nla E K? 
Lemma 2.6. Let K be (effectively) closed under n R. The languages in KV have a 
uniformly decidably emptiness-problem if and only if the languages in K have a 
uniformly decidable emptiness -problem. 
Proof. The “only 3” part is immediate, as K c K? 
Suppose that the tmptiness-problem is uniformly decidable for languages in K. 
Con,sider some L E Kv, and let G - (V, E, P, S) be a K-grammar generating L. 
Assume for the moment that L is not empty, and t.hai x E L. Let D be a 
derivation tree for x. 
Suppose that there is a level in D containing more than one occurrence of some 
variable A, and let D1, D2, . . . be the subtrees corresponding to each of these 
A’s. If any of these subtrees are different, then one can change D and make 
another derivation of soxe terminal string (which, therefore, must be in L also) 
by demanding that all A’s in the given level are expanded in the same way as 
(say) the first A in this level (Fig. 1). 
It follows that we may assume that in all levels of D same variables are 
rewritten in identical manner. (Thust in particular, we only need to know how one 
copy of each of the distinct variables occurring in a particular level is replaced.) 
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- L&‘s~ try % to build the tree level after level 6th the following algorithm. 
Etiumerate all possible sequences Vo, . . . , V’ with k s 2#(v-z) (and V, = {S} and 
V’ =3 8) of distinc;t sets of level-variables in some systematic wajr. Poor ezch 
s@qmnce V& . . . i’ Vi, suppose that we were able to construct a tree up to the ith 
‘&& (CM i < k) wi%h a sting x E (q 9 2)” as its current frontier. If x E Z*, then L 
& tioti+$nptp a&we can-&i&. Otherwise, determine for each A E Vi occurring 
inn’ x wh&er Or not there is a production A -+ .M E P for which M n ( Vi +1 U Z)* is 
non-empty. If there is 8q A for which no such product&n exists, then we cannot 
proceed with thk derivation and have io start all over with the next sequence in 
the enunieration- Otherwise, rewrite thG variables in x by a string over Vi+: U C 
to get to a string in the (i + 1)st Ievel for which the same tests can be repeated, to 
see if we can eventually complete the derivation. L is empty if and only if t_he 
algorithm does not find a derivation of a terminal string thi.s way. 
Note that the algorithm always terminates i.n finitely many steps, and that all 
steps are effective. Observe m particular that always M n ( V, + 1 U E)* E K, and fhct 
one can eff&tively test it for emptiness by assumption. Once we know thzi it is 
not empty then we can find a yEMn(Vi+,LJS)* by testing Mn{y}(EK) f6r 
emptiness whilegoing through a lexicographic enumeration of all y’s over Vi+1 f~ 
2. 
For an overview of the theory of well-partially-ordered sets we refer to Kruskal 
I31 . 
3. Effective ideals 
There seems to be no accepted terminology for the set L. If we interpret n s y 
as x: being a “factor” of y, then it is reasonable to call E = { y E Z* : gxEL x 6 y } the 
ideal generated by L. We note that this notion of an ideal substantially differs 
from a similarly named concept for Z* introduced by Jullien [7]. We shall 
consider the problem of how to deter,nine L for an arbitrary language L. 
If L contains just one element, L =&x2 l l l x,}, then z =- S*x,Z*x2 l l - x,2*. 
In general, one can always effectively find z in the regular casti. 
Lemma 3.1. If L is regular, then L can be effectively detem!ined. 
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary regular language, and let R be sccepted by the finite 
autfimaton & = (Q, Z, 8, qO, F). One can accept I? by Ihe nondeterministic finite 
automaton 4’ = (Q, X,(5;‘, qo, F> with 
a’(q,a) = 141 U {&ii, 4) 
for all q E Q and a E 2. 
LensklaEll 3.4. Any shwtest sting in L is minimal in L, and my swh string must 
tber4$0re be pwt Of ifs basis, 
“_I- / 
lt f#lows $hat on&-&n 
st’Ln($*-BE; 
extknd a given subbasis 8 by adjoining a shortest string 
W -3.5, Let K be (effectively) closed under 17 J?. One cm eflectively deter- 
mine g for each L 6 K if and Daly’ if the languages irr $2have a unif’ontrly decidable 
empi~43s-probk~. 
PMDOL Suppose that one can effectively detelxke L fof each L E K. Fm arbitrary 
L E K me can test L for emptiness by determining i and deciding whether or not 
t (an effectiveiy given regular set) is empty. 
Cunvws$y, s,wppose that the 1aqguagt:s in K have a uniformly dqcidable 
emptiaess$?oble&. O~SAXV& that -once’ we etermine that some L E K is not 
empty, then we cm extract a shortest element from it by waiting for the first hit in 
aphic enumeration of ail strings x over 2 while each time testing 
for emptiness. 
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, ‘: 
_‘.? :“ut‘,ii e K, 3 e method for effect!.vdy d&ermining L consists in effectively 
d@emining the finite basis 63 of L by the technique suggested by Lemmas 3.3 
*&d 3.4. start from an initially empty s&basis B? and extend it by each time 
$ij&$& 8 ghtirtest element of L n (X*-B)( E K) until this set is empty and B 
ti&% <become, 8 *mpbte basis. 
AIgdtIun 3.6, 
$,Sepl 1. [set B empty] 
B+--P 
Step 2. [if B basis, then stop] 
ifm(z*- 8) =&) then go to 6 
Step 3. [extract a shortest string] 
x + a shortest string in L f7 (z’* -i?) 
Step 4. [extend B] 
B +BU{x} 
Step 5. [and continue] 
go to 2 
Step 6. [stop and output result; B is efrective by Lemma 3. l] 
owtput B 
Step 7. HALT 
All steps are effective, and the finite basis property guarantees that the 
algorithm terminates in finitely many steps. Note that L = I?. 
Corollary 3.X For context-free languages L one can effectively determine L. 
Proof, T%e family of csntext-free languages is (effectively) closed under n R, and 
the emptiness-problem for context-free languages is decidable (see Ginsburg [3]). 
.Apply Theorem 3.5. 
From 3.5 one may conclude that E can be effectively determined for much 
wider language-families also, like for the family of indexed languages (Aho [l], 
see also Salomaa [9]). 
From a mathematical viewpoint there is an elegant generalization of Corollary 
3.7. We prove a weaker version first. 
Lemma 3.8. Let K be (effectively) cZosed under finite substitution and under r\ R. 
One can effectively determine i for each L E Kv if and only if one caYt do so for 
each L E K. 
Proof. The “only if” part is easy, as K c_ Kv. 
Suppose one can effectively determine I! for each L E K. IIt follows that 
languages in K have a uniformly decidable emptiness-problem. From Lemma 2.5 
Proof. For some co-ideal J, consider X* -- J:=I. LRt YES and let x-y -Zor,some 
x E L Suppose y E J. It follows that x E_J = 1, thus X& I. Contpdiztion, It follows 
that I= I :A I is an ideqt. 
The converse is showti by a similar argumr:nt. 
is the (finik) basis for Z* - & tinen we hsire *& = 2? - B. I-Iowever, 
hems to be 110 algorithm to extract the basis of 2” - & without knowing ,L 
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k&~$w$i, j and a, difkrent approach is needed. We shall develop such an 
&$&qclh$ tkie main result of this section. 
If ,*&‘: cofitatns jrrst one (non-c) element, L = (x, l l l x,}, then we have L =: ‘;“,,> 2 ;.. L.,“., ‘6
.$$g ;:$* ??-$’ @+g i;i $‘n a& 1s il < l . l < im =S 12). In general, one can always effec- 
ti~@+,:~@&&nbe &_ $i the reguIar case by a direct construction. !;, ’ /( ..e”, _. ,’ 
g&&&~~* j-fL l zs regular, then L can be effectively de!ermined. 
‘/ I 
Pm& I_& R be an arbitrary regular set, and let R be accepted by the finite 
autumaton & = (Q, 2, 6, qo, fib ;12 is sccepted by the nondeterministic finite 
automiaton IJ1Ic’ = (Q, Z 6’9 40, F) with 
b’(q, e) =$(q, a): a ts 2) 
for all ~EQ and a&$ 
One could prove Lemma 4.2. again by induction on the regular expression for 
L, by observing that for all languages L, IWE Z*: (L U h-2) = L U Ad, CL,) = 
& l MI, and (&*) = (&)*. 
----%_I 
We shall demonstrate that effectively determining ,L :ilways translates under 
algebraic extension. T??e main construction is developed .in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let K be (effectively) closed under regular substitution and under 
I? .R. One can cflectively determine & for each L E Kv if cr:,d only if one can do so 
for each L E K. 
Proof. The “only if” part is immediate, as Kc_ KV. 
Suppose that one can e;Tectively determine L for each L E K. It follows that 
languages in K have a uniformly decidable emptiness-problem. We shall prove 
that L can be effectively determined for each L in Kv by induction on the number 
of variables in the K-grammar for L. (This technique was used before in Van 
Eeeuwen [lo].) 
Let us do the induction-step first, and assume that & can be effectively 
determined for each L definable by a K-grammar with sn variables (n 2 1 A 
Suppose L E Kv can be generated by some K-grammar G = (V, C, P, S> with 
#(V-S)=n+L 
Choose an A E V- Z(A # S), and define the K-grammar G, = (V/, V ---{A ), 
PA, A) with PA = {A + M: A -+ ME P}. G, precisely contains all information 
needed to specify A in terms of the remaining variables and termr 4s of G. Let 
the language of GA be L, By the induction hypothesis (for n - 1) one can 
effectively determine & A \a regular set). Now consider the K-grammar G’= 
(V-IA}, 2, P’, S) with 
p’=(&+p ,JM): 23# A and 23 4 ME P}. 
S+Ml,...,S+Mk, 
let the productions of @pe 2 be 
S+N, ,..., S+N,, 
and zlsume that k > 0 (otherwise & = 8). 
If I = 0 then it easily follows that I.+ = IJ $!kJ, and I; is obtained &ectiveIy 
assumption on K. 
ff I r i) then we tirst d&r-mine the following quotients of each Ni( 3 s i s 2): 
pi =(X1 3yXSy E hi), 
Qi -{y: 3,~s~ t 4). 
bY 
The closure-properties of K guarantee that Pi, Qi E K. To show this we first 
observe that, K must contain all finite languages. Define a finite substitution 71 by 
@) 2 fS) and q(a) = (a, ii) for a E 2, and aflother finite substitution r2 by 
Q.‘S) = (E), TJa) = (~}~and%~(ii) =(a) for LE E L: .It follows that 
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Let 
W-e cb&x~ that E, = (1. Obviously ,L c C. 
To show thkkmxzse we shall consider some arbitrary element u of C. which 
without loss of generaltty can be written as 
For each pi, there must be a P{~ srch that p&$ IV&:, and for each qjs there 
must be a <& such that 4iOSqjB E Ni,* 
Now cons& r the derivation 
showing that the latter string is in L. 
It follows that pi,ph * l l phWtiqjs l l - qjzqi, E & and we conclude that u E 1’_, and thus _ 
Cc&. 
Hence & = C. Note that (3 is effectively constructable. 
C~ns@z&on for Case 2. Change P again into an equivaknt set of productions, 
this time splitting each rule S + A4 into 2 rules 
S-+MCW (tupe 11, 
S -+ M fI (2 U S)*S(Z U S)* (type: 2), 
while a@n discarding those with empty righthandside. Let the productions of 
type $ be 
S -+ MI,. . . , S --, Mk, 
let the productions of type 2 be 
and .\ss e w~t~~~t loss of generaE;ty that k Xl and I Xl 

The result of Theorem 4.3 immediately enables us to solve the original problem 
of Ha&s [5]. 
Cor&Iq 4‘4. For context-free kznguages L one can effmtively determine L. 
PrW. In Lemma 4.2. we showed that L can be effectively determined for each 
L e REG. In view of Theorem 2.4 we can now apply Theorem 4.3 with K = REG 
to obtain the desired conclusion. 
Agati Thecr-em 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 are not the best possible results one can 
obtain along these lines, and there is an elegant generalization. The interesting 
fact is that by d further argument (using Theorem 4.3 itself) one can prove the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.3 without the need for assuming any closure-properties 
of K. 
Our main rep::? Is 
Theorem 4,s. For all K, one can effectively determine & for each L in the algebraic 
extension of K if and only if one can do so for each L in K. 
vf. The “only if” part is easy, as Kc Kv. 
‘&.rppose that one can effectively determine the regular set & for each L E 
K, Let L be an arbitrary language in Kv, and suppose that L is generated 
by the K-grammar C = (V, l$, P, S). Inspecting derivation-trees one can see that 
,L can be generared by the REG-grammar C;‘= (V, z, P’, S) with P’ = 
{A + &: A + MC: P) which is effectively determined by assumption on K. 
It follows that ,L is effectively given, in fact, as a member of the algebraic 
extension of the family of regular languages. 
It follows from Theorem 4.3 (with K = REG, or Corollary 4.4) that the co-idea! 
generated by ,L, thus & = _L itself, can be effectively determined. 
l3oth Theorems 2.9 anti 4.5 show that, regardless of whether K has certain 
closure properties or not, ?Ae ability to effectively determine L and L for exh 
L E K translates upwards undertaking algebraic extensions iT: al\ cases. This seems 
to be the most general folm in which we can presently settle Gaines’ qutstion. 

